
Solomon Manevich With His Wife Emma
Matseiko 

This is me Solomon Manevich and my wife Emma Matseiko. The photo was taken on my birthday in
our home in 2002.

In 1948 I became an equipment mechanic and liked this job. I worked with new equipment and was
involved in its commissioning, start up and modifications. I trained the personnel and installed this
equipment. I was promoted to an engineer's positions in due time, then to senior engineer, to crew
engineer and foreman. I received a higher salary than a standard engineer at any other enterprise.
I worked at the commissioning departments for the rest of my life until I retired in 1982.

I don't feel like talking about my personal life. I was no monk and met with women, but I got
married rather late. My wife Emma is much younger than I. She was born in a Ukrainian village in
Vinnitsa region in 1939. Emma is Ukrainian. She was in occupation during the war. She graduated
from Kiev State University. She is also a chemist. We got married in 1968 and have been together
since then. We have no children, but this enabled us to dedicate our life to one another. Emma
shares her outlooks with me and we are very much alike. We are fond of reading and go to theaters
and concerts together. We spent vacations in the Crimea and Caucasus. We could afford traveling.
Only I never traveled abroad - Jews were not allowed to travel abroad. My wife is a teacher of
chemistry at school and I am retired.

I attend the Hesed in Kiev and am a member of the Jewish Culture Society. We, elderly Jews, get
together once a month in Hesed. We listen to music, exchange books, discuss what we have read,
talk about biographies of Soviet and Jewish writers and have various discussions. I attend lectures
about Jewish life and read Jewish newspapers. I find it all interesting, but I feel it is too late to
change my habits. I shall never believe in God, although I think there is some higher power, but it
is nothing certain. I give tribute to Jewish traditions during Pesach: my wife and I eat matzah and
no bread during this time.
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